
Galaxy Group: The Renowned Name in the Real
Estate
Galaxy Diamond Plaza will also have conditions for kids enjoyment and provide five screen multiplex
with a food court for visitors.

NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA, April 30, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The recognized Galaxy
Group has always been dedicated to creating luxurious real estate as well as commercial projects in
Noida. Our personal areas are decorated with the finest of features and include of well-designed
areas. With years of skill in real estate industry, Galaxy projects have highly developed in every way
and are known for advancement superiority construction. Our personal projects incorporate a variety
of plants, open areas, and inventiveness in design to offer people contemporary homes. We
supplement this with the best of features to proffer a blessed lifestyle. Our best excellent quality
requirements surpass prospective homebuyer's objectives each time guaranteeing complete
satisfaction.
Galaxy group has quite a few interesting projects set up which include Galaxy Plaza extending over
2200 sq. metres. With an elegant and modern-day act, the structures elegance the skyline of Greater
Noida West. The construction is an ultra-modern commercial hub for people who can enjoy their own
offices, stores at the shopping mall within the environmentally maintainable city. In the soul of being
fully self-sufficient, the complex has a separate transportation system for the convenience of people.
The Galaxy Diamond Plaza is a well known commercial project in Noida Extension. The locality is the
attraction point with the objective of commercial complexes. Several townships are produced in the
nearby areas and many places are placed around the location. Many personal projects are in the
vicinity to this project and can also be easily accessed via the city. The on-site suggested city place is
the biggest improvement of this project. This industrial project is a lot for the investment objective.
Where full of is opportunities related to commercial structures as the offices; shops display rooms etc
are presented here in a very reasonable price range. The specialized of this group is that they build
projects that allow a low servicing price.
Galaxy Group is a well-known developer in property with top quality designs done in both commercial
and personal groups. The Group sticks to core principles of trust, reliability, commercialism, reliability,
integrity as well as quality. It has organizations with other actual property groups to develop state-of-
the-art infrastructures. They have won prizes and identification for their works and reliable by home
buyers and traders. Galaxy Diamond Plaza is one of their new and highly desired after commercial
project in Noida Extension.
Galaxy Diamond Plaza will also have conditions for kids enjoyment and provide five screen multiplex
with a food court for visitors. It will also house a hypermarket with 24 / 7 security services. The
complex will be incorporated with high-speed lifts. The project also features low servicing price
leading to business profit for traders. All other basic to contemporary features that are a perquisite to
any commercial complex are delivered at Galaxy Diamond Plaza.
Galaxy Group was established in the year 2007 and since then it has come a long way in the field of
property. The Group is known for creating personal as well as commercial areas. The top quality is
associated with Galaxy Designers who also have organizations with other important groups such as
Gaursons. The actual property designer considers in advancement and dedication and houses a
Group of devoted commercials and experts working 24 / 7 to come with excellent ideas that are
implemented in a proper manner.
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